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SUGGESTIONS AS TO THE ORIGINAL HABITAT AND DIS-
TRIBUTION OF VARIOUS NATIVE INSECT POOTS

By V. E. SHELFORD, University of Illinois

1. I~TRODUCTION.-Before·Eastern North America was put under
agricultural conditions it was densely covered with forest west to the
Illinois and ::\1ississippiRivers, and with conifers to the north, Fig. 10.
Along the western border of the forest was a belt of prairie or savanna
which consisted of groves of forest, stream skirting forest, interspersed
with moist grassland. To the we&t of this were the arid plains along
the rivC'rs of which was moist area vegetation. Considering the for-
estC'd portion of this we cannot too much emphasize the fact that it
was continuous forest entirely different from the present open aspect.
The forpst was broken in the eastern portion by rivers and marshes
and sand dnnes of the lakes and coast, which formed an insignificant
portion of the entire area. In addition to this there were small
"islands" of moist prairie scattered eastward north of the Ohio River
as far as ('C'ntral Ohio.

Scarcely any of the pests of forage or garden crops are forest animals,
and only a fr.w orchard and small fruit pests are strictly so. When we
consider that these pests have made their ,vay in Eastern North
America. at kast, on to planted crops where ever and as fast as these
have bcC'nput out, we must C'xplaintheir prcsence either by ai'isuming a
rapid migration with the devC'lopnlC'ntof agriculture and the clearing
of the land, or we must assun:e that these animals were present
through-out the forest arpa before agriculture was introduced.
\Vhile son:e species have n'.igrated beyond doubt, others have in all
probability notd one so.

II. Tug OIUGINAL HABITAT OF NATIVE PESTS.-A close l'tucly of the
habitat prderence of various insects appears to throw much light upon
the original habitat of a great many native pests. Taking first the
insects which frequent garden and forage crops and which arc widely
distributed, an inquiry into their habitat shows that they fall into two
classes) (a) those frequenting low moist situations, and (b) those pre-
ferring higher and drier ground. An examination of the fragments of
primeval vegetation likely to support such insects shows that the mois-
ter situation frequenting species arc found along the marp;ins of ponds,
(PI. 7, fig. 1), lakes, rivers and even on the vegetation growing in the
water, and on marsh meadows or grassy areas covered by water in
spring but dry in summer.

Taking Sanderson's recent work on insect pests and Forbes' report
on the insects of the Indian corn plant and comparing them with lists
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Figure lo-Showing the distribution of veget~tion in Korth America before it was
put under agrieultural conditions. The shaded "prairie" area may be regarded as
the original center of abundance of agricultural pest species.

of species taken by the writer on the margins .of ponds and lakes such
as are shown in Plate 7, figure 1, we find· that one third of the phyto-
phaga listed are rr.entioned by one Or both of these authors. A com-
parison of lists of species taken from the margins of sandy depressions
such as occur about the lakes and larger rivers and we find again roughly
one-third of the species mentioned by one or both of these authors.
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In the forest area lakes and ponds formed by glaciation and the
"oxbows" by rivers often filled with vegetable detritus and become
<:overed over with a low wet meadow, a part of which may be under
water in spring. Such situations were originally common throughout
the eastern portion of the United States, particularly where glaciation
has taken place, but are by no means wanting in other localities.
These n:oist meadows nearly always were surrounded by forest and
the boundaries between them were forest edges. A forest edge is a
thicket made up of rank weeds on the side nearest the meadow; inside
of these are various shrubs arranged in belts and increasing in height
as we !!;otoward the forest. Considering the marsh meadows and
associated forest edges we find on comparing lists of species collected
from these situations with the works mentioned above, that more
than one-half of the phytophagus species are mentioned as impor-
tant.

Turning to the species which frequent the higher and drier ground
and whieh are found under the same conditions as crop pests, we find
that the steep lake (PI. 7, fig. 2) and river bluffs, the bare rocks expos-
ures upon which trees do not grow, support numbers of them. The
bare steep bluffs are the haunts of the dry bare ground frequenting
fonrs like Dissosteira carolina and the vegetation supports aphids,
locust ids, and beetles of great economic importance.

The forest encroaches upon these situations as a shrub thicket sim-
ilar to the moist forest edge. These shrubby thickets are made up of
hawthorn, wild plum, with occasional cherry, gooseberry, cottonwood,
willow, etc. These are the headquarters of the pests of small fruits,
apples, etC'., and preeminently the headquarters of the orchard birds.
These shrubby thickets of the river banks, etc., are duplicated on the
flood plain itself where hawthorn, grape, currant grow either in open
scattered formation or in dense thickets. These thickets support the
majority of our native pests of the fruit-bearing trees and shrubs ..

III. TIII~ ORIGIl\ALDISTRIBUTIONOF NATIVEPESTs.-Considering
the distribution of the marsh and moist vegetation inhabiting species,
we, find that on the whole it is exceptionally wide, and similar to the
distribution of the marshes themselves, and within wide range of cli-
matic conditions represented by the greater part of the United States
and Southern Canada (except the arid southwest) and a northward
extension in the plains and prairie region of western Canada (Fig. 10).
Some of the species common in the swamps of New England may be
found on the prairies at Edmonton and the grassy marshes of the lower
Mississippi and along the irrigation ditches of the Rio Grande in New
Mexico.

The species occupying the higher drier bare ground, and scattered
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vegetation growing upon it were not distributed essentially differ-
ently from the above, but were near to water in the n~ore arid climates.

The native pests of our fruit.-bearing shrubs and trees were originally
less widely distributed than the others because the thickets which sup-
ported them wei'e less widely distributed, being confined more generally
to the deciduous forest area (Fig. 10) and the savanna or moist
prairie area.

IV. CENTEROF ABUNDANCEOFNATIVEPEST SPECIEs.-\Ve cannot
too strongly emphasize the unbroken character of the original forest of
the area shown as forested in the map (Fig. 10). Accordingly the pest
species referred to above ,vere crowded into the cracks of the forest and
scattered along the river margins of the great plains. The area shown
as prairie in figure 10 is made up of moist grass land, river skirting
forest with groves away from the rivers making the forest edge or
thicket of hawthorn and plum a very important habitat in this region.
With the extensive moist grass land areas mixed with this, the space
available for pest species was great. We may consider the original
center of distribution and abundance of native pests as lying within
the area of "prairie" or savanna shown in figure 10.

V. THE EXPANSIONOF LOCALRANGE OF PEST SPECIES UNDER
AGRICULTURALCONDITIONS.-With the clearing of the land and the
putting out of crops in the forest area, the habitats of the pests in the
cracks and corners in the forest was expanded to cover the al!;ricultural
lands as far as they were cleared. With the building of roads the road-
side ditch, roadside thicket and the road itself made a complex support-
ing all of the various types we have mentioned (Fig. 3). Thus the
local species of primeval conditions took on a general distribution
under agricultural conditions.

EXPLA:\'ATION OF PLATE 7

1. A pond margin; a type of situation of very wide distribution in Korth .America-
one-third of the phytophagus insects taken here are mentioned by Forbes and Sander-
son.

2. Dry clay bluff supporting such forms as Dissosteira carolina and the vegetation
of which supports the Xiphidiums, aphids, and plant bugs common on crops grown on
high dry ground.

3. A roadside habitat combining most of those mentioned in the paper as normal
to primeval conditions.

PRESIDENTH. T. FERNALD: The next paper on the program will
be by Mr. E. G. Titus. He will speak on It A Clean Town Contest."
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